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ABSTRACT:
In literature and in photogrammetric workstations many approaches and systems to automatically reconstruct buildings from remote
sensing data are described and available. Those building models are being used for instance in city modeling or in cadastre context. If
a roof overhang is present, the building walls cannot be estimated correctly from nadir-view aerial images or airborne laser scanning
(ALS) data. This leads to inconsistent building outlines, which has a negative influence on visual impression, but more seriously also
represents a wrong legal boundary in the cadaster. Oblique aerial images as opposed to nadir-view images reveal greater detail, enabling
to see different views of an object taken from different directions. Building walls are visible from oblique images directly and those
images are used for automated roof overhang estimation in this research. A fitting algorithm is employed to find roof parameters of
simple buildings. It uses a least squares algorithm to fit projected wire frames to their corresponding edge lines extracted from the
images. Self-occlusion is detected based on intersection result of viewing ray and the planes formed by the building whereas occlusion
from other objects is detected using an ALS point cloud. Overhang and ground height are obtained by sweeping vertical and horizontal
planes respectively.
Experimental results are verified with high resolution ortho-images, field survey, and ALS data. Planimetric accuracy of 1cm mean and
5cm standard deviation was obtained, while buildings’ orientation were accurate to mean of 0.23◦ and standard deviation of 0.96◦ with
ortho-image. Overhang parameters were aligned to approximately 10cm with field survey. The ground and roof heights were accurate
to mean of −9cm and 8cm with standard deviations of 16cm and 8cm with ALS respectively. The developed approach reconstructs
3D building models well in cases of sufficient texture. More images should be acquired for completeness of overhang results and
automatic accuracy check of roof parameters.
1

INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

3D reconstruction of buildings from oblique aerial images is a
relatively new research area in digital photogrammetry. There is
no software and tools for automatic reconstruction of buildings
from oblique imagery. Thus, considering the problems of nadir
aerial images and keeping in mind the advantages of oblique images, this research aims to develop a proper, accurate, reliable and
fully automatic method for 3D reconstruction of single and simple buildings using oblique images.

3D reconstruction of buildings from remote sensing data has wide
range of applications. The application areas include environment
and city planning, city growth monitoring, virtual tours of cities,
cadastre systems, etc. (Englert and Gülch, 1996; Suveg and Vosselman, 2004).
3D reconstruction of buildings from aerial imagery is an active
research area in computer vision and photogrammetry. Manual processing of aerial images is time consuming and requires
highly qualified operator and expensive instruments. Therefore,
several automatic and semi-automatic methods of building reconstruction from nadir aerial images have been proposed in literature (Englert and Gülch, 1996; Gülch et al., 1999; Suveg and
Vosselman, 2004). However, only information in vertical direction and none for the sides of an object is obtained from such data
sources.

Though oblique images have been used for texturing and visualization for many years (Früh et al., 2004; Grenzdörffer et al.,
2007; Wang et al., 2008a), their use for measurement purpose is
relatively new. Height calculation of an object from an oblique
image is described in (Höhle, 2008). A dense matching method
in oblique images is shown in (Gerke, 2009). While Mishra et
al. (2008) use image descriptors like color, intensity gradients,
and texture, Nyaruhuma et al. (2010) employ clues such as building edges, wall façades and texture present in oblique images to
verify 2D vector data sets.

Oblique aerial imagery as opposed to nadir-view imagery reveals
greater detail, enabling to see different views of an object taken
from different directions (Wang et al., 2008b). Building façades
are visible from oblique images which may be used for automated texture extraction (Zebedin et al., 2006; Grenzdörffer et
al., 2007). This façade information can be used to estimate roof
overhang and model building’s walls.

Automatic detection of rectangular flat roof buildings from multiview oblique imagery is presented in (Xiao et al., 2010). There
a plane sweeping technique is applied in order to identify building roof type. Hierarchical searching step for plane sweeping
together with cross correlation is used to obtain height of a flat
roof building.
In this paper we employ oblique airborne images to refine existing parametric building models, as obtained from ALS data. The
refinement concerns two major issues: first, to enhance the overall accuracy by fitting the wireframe to the images, and second
to extend the model towards the representation of building overhang.

The majority of building extraction strategies have two major
stages: detection and reconstruction. The former is used to locate buildings’ position, called region of interest (ROI) while the
later one reconstructs the buildings. For this research, buildings’
approximate location as well as their roof type are already known.
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2

METHODOLOGY

A three step building reconstruction approach is followed in this
paper. First, the building roof is reconstructed by a fitting algorithm. A plane sweeping technique is then utilized to estimate
roof overhang of the building in the next step. Finally, ground
height and thus, the building height is obtained by sweeping of
horizontal planes. More details can be found in (Panday, 2011).
2.1

Extended parametric building models

(a) occluded and visible wire
frame edges

As overhangs are not modeled by existing approaches in literature, they have no parameters to represent building’s overhang.
Thus, we extended parameters of building models by Suveg and
Vosselman (2004) so that complete building with overhang can be
estimated. As symmetric properties are exploited in parametric
building models, one parameter to represent overhangs in main
direction (mo) and the other to represent overhangs from sides
(so) are applied. The building models and their parameters are
shown in figure 1. We concentrate here on simple, rectangular
gable and hip roof buildings only.

(a) a gable roof building

Figure 2: Self-occlusion test

As a plane is infinite, it can intersect the viewing ray in between
the camera center and the midpoint of the wire frame edge even
when building face does not obstruct the wire frame edge at all
(cf. figure 2b). Hence, two conditions have to be satisfied for a
wire frame edge to be occluded: i) the intersection point must lie
between the camera center and midpoint of the wire frame edge
being tested, and ii) the intersection point must be interior to the
face boundary.
The occlusion from nearby objects is used for overhang estimation only, which works as follows: laser points interior to the
triangle formed by 2D coordinates of wall’s two corner points
and camera center are selected first. A plane is formed using the
3D cordinate point of the wall corners and the camera center (cf.
figure 3). The number of laser points with their height above
the plane height at the (x,y) position is counted. If the count is
greater than a preset threshold, the wall façade is assumed being
occluded.

(b) a hip roof building

Figure 1: Parametric building models with overhang

2.2

(b) viewing ray obstructed by infinite plane

Occlusion test

There are mainly two types of occlusion: i) self-occlusion in
which part of an object (building) is obstructed/blocked by other
parts of the same object (the building itself), ii) next occlusion
type is caused by nearby objects like buildings and trees. If selfocclusion is not detected, edge lines (lines extracted from images)
from nearby objects might be paired with the wire frame edge
which is invisible in the image. Thus, edge lines corresponding
to occluded wire frame edge from the image should not be used
in the fitting algorithm. Use of those lines may lead to wrong
fitting results. Also occlusion from other objects needs to be detected because it helps to make plane sweping algorithm work
faster and reduces the risk of getting wrong overhang results.
A wire frame edge is self-occluded if at least one of the planes
formed by faces of the building is between the wire frame edge
being tested and the camera center that obstructs the camera from
viewing the wire frame edge. The intersection points of the face
planes with viewing ray determine whether the wire frame edge
is occluded in the image.

Figure 3: Occlusion from other building. Red dots represents
laser points above the plane formed by wall corners and camera
center. Black dots are other laser points.

The method to test for self-occlusion of wire frame edges works
as follows: a plane for each building face is formed. A line
called viewing ray is defined from camera center at the moment
of image acquisition to the midpoint of wire frame edge. Intersection point of the plane with the viewing ray is checked. If the
intersection point lies between the camera center and the midpoint of the wire frame edge being tested, the wire frame edge is
assumed to be occluded (cf. figure 2a). The test is repeated for all
faces of the building per wire frame edge. If a wire frame edge
is occluded from any face of the building, it is taken as occluded
wire frame edge.

We aim to have precise values of a building parameters whose
approximate values are already given as well as newly introduced
parameters for overhang. The algorithm fits roof wire frame edges
to their corresponding edge lines extracted from images. It is an
iterative least square method which approximates the changes in
parameters’ value that are enforced to minimize the squared sum
of perpendicular distances between edge lines and their nearest
wire frame edge.

2.3

Roof parameters’ estimation

Perpendicular distance of edge line center to every visible wire
frame edge and angles between visible wire frame edges and ex-
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tracted edge lines are computed. The extracted edge lines that are
within some distance and angle thresholds with one of the visible
wire frame edges are selected and fed to fitting algorithm for fine
tuning the building parameters.

leading to high correlation ratio/score. If part of the images cover
different area, the correlation coefficients for those area will be
small and thus, results to low correlation score.
As all walls of a building are not visible in an oblique image,
a test is made to check which walls are visible in a particular
image. For a wall to be visible, both of its outermost edges must
be visible. Images acquired from small viewing angle with the
wall result in heavily distorted rectified images. Moreover, very
large angle between image views is unfavorable for matching. In
addition, very small angle between views leads to poor epipolar
geometry. Thus, image pairs are selected based on some angle
thresholds.

As we are dealing with straight edges only, we take every nth
edge pixels as sample points and use their perpendicular distances
to the nearest wire frame edge as observations (cf. figure 4). Two
end points of the lines should be sufficient, but our strategy indirectly represents the length of edge lines. Longer edge lines have
more influence in the fitting results which helps to establish a robust system. A linearized observation equation for each sampling
point on the edge lines can be produced. For a sampling point j,
the observation equation can be written as
K
X
∂uj
E(4uj ) =
4pi
∂pi
i=1

Since the overhang determined from a flat correlation curve is unreliable, a test is made to check whether the image pairs have a
clear peak. The percentage change of maximum correlation score
with its nearest neighbor on both sides
point correlation
i.e. maximum correlation−nearest
is employed
maximum correlation
as a measure of peak. Dividing by the maximum correlation helps
to normalize the value between zero to one. This will assist to select threshold more easily. Results from image pairs having no
clear peak in the correlation score are dropped. Also image pairs
with correlation scores below some threshold are not considered
any further. The remaining image pairs are eligible pairs from
which the overhang is determined.

(1)

Where uj is perpendicular distance between the point j and its
nearest wire frame, pi are parameters, K is number of parameter
and 4pi is approximate change in ith parameter to be found out.
This algorithm is different from the algorithms by Lowe (1991)
and Vosselman (1998). We use every nth edge pixels in the
fitting algorithm whereas Vosselman (1998) employs all pixels
within a buffer around wire frame edges. Lowe (1991) uses all
edge pixels. As only edge pixels participate in this fitting algorithm, unit weights are employed to them which is similar to
(Lowe, 1991). In contrast to this, Vosselman (1998) uses gradient
magnitude of the pixels as weight since both edge and non-edge
pixels participate in his algorithm.

As symmetry is exploited in parametric building models, same
amount of overhang from opposite sides of the building is assumed. In other words, the equal roof overhangs from front and
rear of the building are presumed. Similarly, same roof overhangs from left and right sides are assumed. Thus, this process is
repeated for the opposite wall as well and a single overhang parameter is determined using all observations from both walls. The
position of the plane corresponding to the maximum image correlation score among all eligible image pairs from front and rear
walls gives the location of the walls and thus the main overhang.
Due to different perspectives and occlusion, slightly different amount of overhang can be obtained from different eligible image
pairs. The difference of estimated overhang with those determined from other eligible pair is used as an internal quality measure.
Likewise, the process is repeated for side overhang which is obtained from image information containing left and right building
walls.
2.5

Four horizontal planes around a building are sweeped in vertical
direction to obtain ground heights in a fashion similar to finding
wall location. As parametric buildings are represented by a single
height, the minimum ground height of four area sections is taken
to compute building height.

Figure 4: Fitting algorithm used in this research. Wire frame
edges (in green), edge lines (in red), sampling points (with black
dots) are also shown.
2.4

Ground height estimation

Overhang estimation

The process of determining ground height is the same as overhang estimation described previously in Section 2.4. Instead of
vertical plane, a horizontal plane is employed for sweeping. Similar to overhang estimation, the differences between the ground
heights of same area section determined from different oblique
image pairs are used as an automatic quality measure.

Roof overhangs of a building are found out by sweeping vertical
planes. Starting at roof edge obtained from fitting, a vertical plane
parallel to a wall façade is translated in the direction perpendicular to the wall. The correlation score is stored at every hypothesized position of the wall façade which is analyzed further to
determine the wall location. Location of the wall just determined
and roof information are used to obtain overhang.

3

If images are captured from exactly the same surface, the corresponding pixels in the images will have similar intensity values. Thus, correlation coefficients for each window will be higher

STUDY AREA AND DATASETS

The study area is located in north of Enschede, The Netherlands.
The area is populated with flat, gable and hip roof buildings.
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parameter
bucket width
gradient mask
minimum no of pixels
minimum magnitude
vote

Oblique aerial images are the main data source for this research.
High resolution ortho-image was employed to verify planimetric
accuracy of the results obtained where as field survey measurements were used to assess roof overhangs. Accuracy of the third
dimension was assessed with airborne laser scanning (ALS) data.
Oblique images used for this study were acquired in February
2007 by Pictometry Inc. (Blom Aerofilms). The specification of
the images is listed in table 1. All images used in this research
were oriented using (Gerke, 2011), where scene constraints e.g.
linear horizontal, vertical and right-angle get incorporated into
the bundle block adjustment. After the self-calibration and bundle block adjustment, the RMSE of 20cm was found at check
points.
characteristic
flying height (m)
baseline (m)
focal length (mm)
sensor size (mm)
pixel size (µm)
tilt (degrees)
ground sampling distance-GSD (cm)

Table 2: Parameters of straight line extracting algorithm
wire frame edges to their edge lines for another one. The remaining 24 buildings’ roof parameters were satisfactorily obtained.
The mean and standard deviation of length were 0cm and 5cm
while that of width were 2cm and 5cm respectively. The mean
and standard deviation of buildings’ orientation in xy-plane were
found to be 0.23◦ and 0.96◦ with the ortho-image respectively.

value
920
400
85
36 × 24
9
50
10-16

Roof heights of the buildings were evaluated with ALS data. The
mean height difference of 8cm was found with the laser data. The
standard deviation was 8cm.
Other roof parameters like ridge height and length were not assessed. Since their representative parameters (both planimetric
and height) were already evaluated, explicit assessment of these
parameters is unnecessary. Because buildings are shifted in an
ortho-image, point coordinate measurement in an ortho-image is
unsuitable for accuracy assessment of the absolute positions. On
the other hand, accuracy of 2D maps are no better than that of the
oblique images used in this research. At the same time, buildings
are generalized in maps. Moreover, newly built buildings were
unavailable in the map. Therefore, reference point coordinates of
buildings were not assessed.

Table 1: Specification of oblique images from Pictometry
Ground height and the building height were assessed with ALS
data. These data were acquired in March 2007. The average
point density of the laser data is 20pts/m2 (Vosselman, 2008)
with height accuracy of 10cm.
The ortho-image used in the study was produced with images
captured in March 2008 from Vexcel UltraCam D. The full resolution ortho-image with nominal Ground Sampling Distance
(GSD) of 11cm was available. The mean deviation of ≈ 12cm
with Global Positioning System (GPS) measurements was found.
4
4.1

value
8
0
15
2
0.8

4.2

Roof overhang estimation

A list of visible wall and the images in which it is visible is made.
Moreover, the walls with viewing angle (2D angle made by the
wall with a line from the wall midpoint to the camera center)
less than 10◦ were filtered out as images captured from such a
small viewing angle suffer a lot from distortion. As small angle
between views results to poor epipolar geometry, 15◦ theshold on
angle between views of the image pairs was also used. The experiments were repeated later with 15◦ threshold on both viewing
angle and angle between image views.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Roof parameters estimation

Rough building models were reconstructed from ALS data using
Point Cloud Mapper (PCM) software. This was done for building detection, which is not part of this research. Approximate
parameters were computed from approximate corner points’ coordinates which were taken as initial parameters. 3D wire frames
were created from these initial parameters. They were projected
to images using camera orientation information of the images.
The edge lines were extracted using Burns’ straight lines extraction algorithm (Burns et al., 1986). The parameters’ value used
for the algorithm are summarized in table 2. Edge lines within
a distance of 4pixels and an angle of 10◦ around the projected
roof wire frame edges were selected.

Starting at roof edge position obtained previously, a virtual vertical plane was sweeped at every 5cm. The two images of wall (assumed at vertical plane) were rectified using bilinear interpolation
and correlation ratio/score was found using normalized correlation coefficient matching method. Matching threshold of 0.7 was
used to decide whether the pixels are matching. The aperture size
of 7 × 7 gave the best results. The threshold for minimum acceptable correlation score of 0.05 was chosen. Percentage change in
maximum correlation score was used for peak test. A threshold
of 0.05 on this ratio was applied.
Twenty four buildings were taken for roof overhang comparison
with the field survey measurements. None of the two overhangs
were obtained for nine buildings. The histogram 5 illustrates the
comparison of roof overhangs determined for fifteen buildings.
Occlusion from other objects are not considered in this case.

th

Perpendicular distance of every 5 pixel on the edge lines to
their nearest wire frame edge was employed as an observation
to the fitting algorithm. It determined all roof parameters e.g.
length, width etc. of building’s roof.
Planimetric accuracy and building’s orienatation of the fitting results were verified against the high resolution ortho-image. Length
and width of buildings were selected as representatives of roof
parameters. The length and width of 26 buildings from the test
site were assessed. Roof parameters of one building were unacceptable, while the algorithm completely failed to find matches of
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The above experiment was repeated and the test for occlusion
with nearby objects was considered. The wall façades for which
the number of laser points above the plane formed by the wall’s
two corners and the projection center of the camera were greater
than fifteen, was considered occluded from other objects. Either main or side overhang of only seven buildings were obtained
without improvement in the accuracy of the results.
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taken from only road section while minimum ground height can
be obtained from any sections around the building, the obtained
minimum did not match with the reference data for some buildings.
5

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

We conclude from this work that complete and realistic 3D building models with roof overhang can be obtained from oblique
aerial images with acceptable accuracy. Redundancy in the input data sets are exploited. Differences in overhang values determined from different image pairs are delivered as an internal
quality measure for overhang estimation. Similarly, deviations
in ground heights from different image pairs covering same area
sections around the building are presented as quality evaluation
for height estimation.
The authors recommend to increase the overlap of images in future image acquisition. This will enable a more reliable check of
roof parameters and completeness of the overhang results. Nadir
images can be used to get approximate ground height followed by
refinement with oblique images as was done by Panday (2011) in
order to reduce computational load.
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